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ENTRY 1: PILLARS OF AUSTINENTRY 1: PILLARS OF AUSTIN
A few years back our city leaders organized a committee with the mission to come 

up with a plan  to honor important citizens from our community.  Unfortunately flood issues up w p o o o po c e s o ou co u y. U o u e y ood ssues
took over the city leaders’ energy and time.  The city determined a flood wall was needed to 
be built for the downtown area.

We suggested to the mayor to make the wall function as a memorial site as well as aWe suggested to the mayor to make the wall function as a memorial site as well as a 
flood wall.  It would serve two purposes- keep the water out of the downtown area and honor 
citizens that had an important impact on our city. The city leaders loved the idea and thus the 
‘Pillars of Austin’ was born.

The first phase of the Pillars of Austin was completed this past summer. The initial 
dedication was on July 4, 2016 on the stage where the July 4th Festival was held. The project 
will continue with additional plaques to be added each year over the next few years. Citizens 
can nominate those who they feel deserve to be called a ‘Pillar of Austin.’

The mayor and other dignitaries delivered speeches about the people honored as 
Pillars of Austin, at the unveiling event on July 4th, 2016.  They shared messages of gratitude 
to the community about our company, Anderson Memorials, and specifically recognized Jeff 
A d f h ll id d i d k d h Pill f A iAnderson for the excellent idea, design and work done to commemorate the Pillars of Austin.  
We continue to receive positive publicity through various media outlets.



PILLARS OF AUSTIN DEDICATIONPILLARS OF AUSTIN DEDICATION

Jeff and committee chair unveiling the 
Pillars of Austin plaques



PREPARING THE FLOOD WALL FOR THE 
PILLARS OF AUSTIN PLAQUES



INSTALLING THE 
PILLARS OF AUSTIN PLAQUES



PHASE 1 COMPLETEDPHASE 1 COMPLETED



ENTRY 2: REMEMBER WITH DIGNITYENTRY 2: REMEMBER WITH DIGNITY

Thi j t t t d f t hThis project started a few years ago to honor 
mentally ill patients who died in the state hospital. A 
group of citizens felt they deserved a fitting memorialgroup of citizens felt they deserved a fitting memorial, 
thus the Remember with Dignity project was born.

Anderson Memorials suggested various highAnderson Memorials suggested various high 
quality commemorative memorials, while  meeting the 
mission and budget of the committee. Jeff Anderson 
worked closely with the committee to see the 
successful completion of this state project.



REMEMBER WITH DIGNITY  
NEWSPAPER ARTICLE

Click on the below picture to read one of the many newspaper p y p p
articles on the Remember With Dignity Project.



ENTRY 3: WYKOFF MINNESOTA 
VETERAN’S MEMORIAL

This citizens of Wykoff, Minnesota wanted to express 
their gratitude to the veterans who have served from their small g
south eastern Minnesota town. Due to the great reputation and 
work they had seen done previously by Anderson Memorials, 
they selected our company to design and build theirthey selected our company to design and build their 
community’s veterans memorial.



WYKOFF VETERAN’S MEMORIAL 
DEDICATION ARTICLE

Wykoff Veterans Memorial Park dedication 
attended by hundreds
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WYKOFF, Minn. (KTTC) - Hundreds of veterans and their 
families attended the dedication ceremony of Wykoff Veterans 
Memorial Park Saturday morning.
Michael Holzer, the co-char of the memorial committee, introduced 
the two speakers at the ceremony -- Army veterans Norman 
Hecimovich and Col Galen LichtyHecimovich and Col. Galen Lichty.
"It's nice to be able to go on your walk of remembrance and see 
who served our great country," Hecimovich said of the new 
memorial park, which features dozens of pavers with the names of 
veterans engraved onto them.

"Many of us wonder how we can truly honor and remember our nation's veterans, and those that have fallen in service to our country," Lichty told the audience. "My 
h ll i h id h h k ff i h i h i d h d h i i d i bl di ifi d d hchest swells with pride when I see the Wykoff community, the community that raised me -- you have answered that question in an admirable, dignified and worthy 

memorial."
The ceremony featured a gun salute, the ringing of a bell to signify the sacrifices veterans make, and concluded with the sound of Taps. 


